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Abstract
Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) and dynamic power
management (DPM) are widely-used techniques to reduce
energy consumption in modern computing systems.
Although combining these techniques can save more
energy, there has not been much work focused on energyoptimal combination of these techniques under variable
memory clock frequencies. In this paper, we explore
system-wide energy-optimal frequency space for a
memory-aware DVS technique based on a stochastic
memory access model for systems with frequency-variable
memory devices. In addition, we propose a simple but
practical DVS method, which can be applied to an actual
platform.

1. Introduction
In modern computing systems, dynamic voltage
scaling (DVS) and dynamic power management (DPM)
are representative low-power techniques. As processor
energy may take a high percentage of the total system
energy consumption and memory chips are reported to be
high power consumers in portable computing systems,
several memory-aware DVS algorithms have been
proposed for system-wide low-energy consumption [1, 2,
3]. For example, in [2], synergetic effects are investigated
in combining DVS techniques and dynamic memory
management policies.
Most of existing works, however, assume that external
memories are based on a fixed supply voltage and a fixed
clock frequency. With more recent embedded
microprocessors (e.g., XScale), this assumption does not
hold any more because these processors can adjust the
memory clock frequency as well as the CPU clock
frequency. In this paper, we address the problem of
memory-aware DVS for systems with variable memory
clock frequencies.
To the best of our knowledge, [4] is the only published
work which addressed the combined DVS and DPM for
the system with a variable memory clock frequency.
However, the DPM scheme used in [4] considers only one

type of slack interval, an idle interval after a task
execution is completed. It also does not consider memory
access patterns. Our work explores the energy-optimal
frequency space using a DVS technique with a thresholdbased DPM scheme depending on a stochastic model of
memory accesses. In addition, we propose a simple but
practical memory-aware DVS method. Experimental
results using an MPEG-4 application shows the feasible
energy-optimal frequencies vary depending on the degree
of DPM energy saving. Our technique is shown to reduce
the total energy consumption by more than 34% over the
existing technique.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
describe a main motivation of our work in Section 2 while
the energy model for memory-aware DVS and DPM is
presented in Section 3. We explore the feasible energyoptimal frequency space for an MPEG-4 application in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes with a summary.

2. Motivation
A feasible energy-optimal frequency assignment with a
frequency-variable memory device indicates that a pair of
a lower processor frequency and a lower memory
frequency does not always result in a lower total energy
consumption [4]. This is because the memory energy
consumption can vary significantly depending on the
selected processor and memory frequency pair, which
affects the static and dynamic energy consumption of the
memory device.
In Fig. 1, the left graph shows the original feasible
solution space of the energy-optimal clock frequency
setting on an MPEG-4 decoder [4]. The center of the
contours shows a globally energy-optimal point. Each
contour line gives the same total energy consumption.
The deadline is always met in the upper region of the
solid curve. In the left graph, point (a) is a frequency
assignment ignoring both memory energy and access
time. Point (b) considers only memory access times while
point (c) takes into account both memory energy and
access times. (Point (c) is the feasible energy-optimal
point.)
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Figure 1. Original [4] and changed feasible
solution space with a more aggressive DPM

In the meantime, the right graph in Fig. 1 shows the
changed frequency space when the memory energy
consumption is managed by a threshold-based DPM
mechanism. In order to apply a deeper DPM mechanism,
we augmented the original energy model [4] to enable a
memory device to change into a lower power state after a
specified threshold time at an idle state, regardless of task
execution. We estimated the average interarrival time of
memory accesses using the processor execution cycles,
memory access count, and the deadline because memory
traces were not available in [4]. In addition, we built a
system-wide energy model based on the exponential
distribution using the above average interarrival time and
applied a threshold-based memory management policy.
We noticed that contours in the right graph were
significantly changed over ones in the left graph, making
point (b) nearer to the energy-optimal point than point (c).
That is, although the frequency pairs are the same as those
in the original frequency space, the energy consumption
at (b) actually became lower than at (c) in the right graph.
This phenomenon occurs because of two reasons. First, a
more aggressive DPM reduces the static memory energy.
Second, with a decreased static memory consumption, the
total energy consumption becomes a function of the CPU
frequency only. Hence, in order to develop an efficient
memory-aware DVS policy, it is important to take
account of the effect of the DPM policy adopted for the
system.

3. Energy model for memory-aware DVS and
DPM
3.1. Memory states and access model
We assume that external memory is an SDRAM device,
usually having three power states, active, idle and
powerdown [4]. We also assume external memory has an
auto-precharge mode. This auto-precharge mode
immediately sends the SDRAM into idle mode after every
burst-mode access. The powerdown state is assumed not
to perform any refresh operations. For the memory access
model, we assume that the interarrival time between
successive memory accesses follows an exponential
distribution. (Although this may not exactly match with
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Figure 2. Processor and memory behavior

actual memory access behavior, it was known that using
an exponential distribution produces almost the same
result as one from using a simulation [3, 5].

3.2. Energy model and energy-optimal solutions
We assume that a soft real-time task with the deadline
Ĳd executes Nc cycles at the clock frequency, fc, and
accesses the external memory K times. Figure 2 illustrates
the processor and memory behavior we assumed for this
study, where tacc is the average delay in accessing the
memory when each cache miss occurs. The memory
switches from the idle state to the powerdown state after
staying at the idle state for the specified threshold, tth.
tinterarrival is the interarrival time between consecutive
memory requests. Furthermore, the memory is assumed to
operate with the memory clock frequency, fm, and have a
burst mode with the burst-mode transition cycles, Mb. Ĳexe
is the total execution time of the task.
Our processor energy model is the same as that in [4].
For the tractable memory energy model, we assume the
total number of external memory accesses is given at a
fixed value, K, and the distribution of memory accesses
follows an exponential distribution with the access arrival
rate, Ȝ. (Due to the limited space, we omit the memory
energy model. Refer to [8] for details.) To get optimal
energy savings while the deadline is met, we should delay
the total execution time until it reaches the deadline, that
is,
KM b
N
(1)
τ exe =
+ c ≤ τd
fm
fc
With the given constraint (1), our goal is to find the
optimal-energy frequency pair (fc, fm) such that the total
energy consumption (given by Eq. (2)) is minimized. This
formula can be considered as a generalized version of one
described in [4], having more chances to power down to
save more energy consumption. We can derive the
energy-optimal frequencies by simultaneously solving
equations Et/fc = 0 and Et/fm = 0.
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Table 1. Basic experimental parameters

(2)

EIA

110.8 (nJ/access)

EAI

15.8 (nJ/access)

Mb

9

EII

3.14 (nJ/cycle)

EIP

0

Nc

7.09×106 (cycles)

EPI

0

PAS

0.151 (W)

K

2,755

PIS

0.072 (W)

PPS

0.0116 (W)

1/Ȝ

5488.23 (ns)

tacc

60 (ns)

tth

300 (ns)

fm, max

100 (Mhz)

KMb
fm

4. Exploring the feasible frequency space
In Section 3, we showed how to derive energy-optimal
frequency equations using the energy model. An optimal
solution can be obtained by solving high degree
simultaneous nonlinear equations. However, since
obtaining an exact solution can be complex and incur a
large computational overhead, this method is not suitable
for on-line voltage scheduling in low-power embedded
systems. As an alternative, we explore the solution space
extensively to understand the effects of system parameters
on the energy-optimal frequency pair, and propose a
practical memory-aware DVS method based on searching
the feasible energy-optimal frequency space.

4.1. Exploring the energy-optimal space
We assume that the target system consists of a 32-bit
RISC processor whose frequency can vary between
[100Mhz, 400Mhz] and an SDRAM device with a
maximum frequency of 100Mhz. We obtained memory
traces with Simplescalar-ARM [6] for an MPEG-4
decoder selected as a target soft real-time application.
Using the carphone.mp4 file, we profiled memory traces
and built an exponential model based on the traces. Table
1 summarizes all the basic parameters of the SDRAM
device model [4], the memory access model, and so on.
We searched the frequency space as the processor
frequency and the memory frequency vary with regard to
the threshold and other additional parameters [8]. Fig. 3
shows the transition of the energy-optimal point in the
frequency space as the threshold tth changes. The left
upper graph shows the energy-optimal frequency space
when the existing DVS method of [4] is applied. The right
upper, the left lower, and the right lower graph show the
frequency spaces of the proposed DVS method with 10
µs, 1 µs, and 300 ns as tth, respectively. The left upper
graph can be regarded as a special case of the proposed
method with tth = ˳UGIn other words, our energy model is

Figure 3. Variation of the energy-optimal frequency
space with the threshold changed

more generic than the previous model and the powerdown
state is never entered before the slack time occurs in the
previous model. As tth becomes smaller we notice that the
total energy becomes a convex function of only the
processor frequency. The solid lines in the graphs of Fig.
3 show the deadline constraint of Eq. (1). Therefore, we
notice that the feasible energy-optimal frequency solution
meeting the deadline is moved from about (235Mhz,
9Mhz) to about (221Mhz, 51Mhz) when we compare the
left upper graph with the right lower one. This is caused
by substantial reduction in the static memory energy
consumption due to adjustment of the threshold which
decides when the memory device should enter the
powerdown state.

4.2. Practical memory-aware DVS
We propose a simple but practical memory-aware
DVS method by profiling the energy-optimal feasible
frequency pairs off-line as memory access parameters
vary. Our method is inspired by an event-driven, cruising
DVS mechanism per process in [7].
First, we take three factors, 1/Ȝ, Nc, and K which
govern system behaviors and model memory accesses,
because we assume the threshold is already decided. (The
threshold is fixed at 300 ns.) We build a table for the
parameters within proper ranges by specified step sizes,
while the deadline and the bounds of frequencies are met.
1/Ȝ varies from 300 ns to 6,000 ns with 20 steps. Nc and K
vary from 4×105 to 8×106 with 20 steps and from 2,000 to
42,000 with 5 steps, respectively. Then, we obtain an
energy-optimal frequency pair of the next frame using the
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Figure 4. Procedure of a practical memory-ware DVS
Table 2. Energy-optimal frequencies and energy
consumption
DVS

fc

fm

Ec

Em

Et

Energy

method

(Mhz)

(Mhz)

(µJ)

(µJ)

(µJ)

saving (%)

Non-DVS

400

100

11,344

7,400

18,744

0

221

51

3,463

7,872

11,335

38.4

235

9

3,916

3,788

7,704

58.9

221

51

3,463

957

4,420

76.4

235

9

3,916

1,148

5,064

72.9

Previous [4]

Proposed

pre-computed table indexed by 1/Ȝ, Nc, and K and scale
the processor frequency and the memory frequency
accordingly. The overall procedure of our heuristic
method is shown in Fig. 4.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
DVS heuristic, we assumed that each frame satisfies the
following ranges for three prediction parameters: 1/Ȝ ം
[5400ns, 5700ns], Nc ം [2000, 12000], and K ം
[6.8×105, 7.2×106]. Once three parameters are estimated
for the next frame, the precomputed table was searched
using the estimated parameters. The final frequency pair
was computed by interpolation of nearest neighboring
table entries.
In Table 2, the frequency pair of (235Mhz, 9Mhz) is
the feasible energy-optimal solution of the previous
method in [4]. (221Mhz, 51Mhz) represents the feasible
frequency pair of the proposed method. We notice that the
optimal energy frequency pair is moved to around fc =
221Mhz and fm = 51Mhz. We also notice that energy
saving rates are higher than those of the previous method
by at least 14%.

5. Conclusions
For modern embedded microprocessors with variable
memory clock frequencies as well as variable CPU clock
frequencies, a memory-aware DVS technique is necessary.
In order to develop such a system-wide low-power
technique, we explored the energy-optimal frequency pair
space using an MPEG-4 application.

The main result of our analytical study is that the
optimal frequency pair for a given system can vary
significantly depending on the degree of DPM energy
saving. In particular, we showed the optimal frequency
pair of the existing technique changes to a more close-tooptimal one using our approach as the powerdown
threshold changes. We also proposed a simple but
practical memory-aware DVS heuristic which saves more
than 34% energy consumption over the existing method.
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